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“Colour is the keyboard, the eyes are the harmonies, and the soul is the piano with 

many strings. The artist is the hand that plays, touching one key or another, to cause 

vibrations in the soul.” 

Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, Munich 1911 

 

Sarah Thornton-Smith is an artist-designer whose fascination with colour strikes a chord in 

her first solo exhibition, Left To My Own Devices.  Designed as part of her ongoing 

conversation with colour and meticulously constructed out of paper, soft woods and 

metal foils rendered in gouache, Thornton-Smith’s works are small in nature, delicate 

and ephemeral.  

 

Thornton-Smith says of her practice, “My primary focus has always been colour and its 

myriad of attributes. I see and use colour to capture life’s beautiful offerings.  My work 

stems from observing nature directly, with field study drawings and illustrations.  

Influenced by the rhythmic beats of music (and) inspired by narrative words, my ideas 

allow me to play with colour intuitively.” 

 

Harmonious colour palettes that are derived directly from her observation of 

colour in nature, combined with the influence of music beats, melody, rhythm and 

tones, create connections that explore kinetic and visual play.  This occurs 

inherently in Thornton-Smith’s compositions, with visual elements interacting in the 

structure or form of her constructions, and echo intimate experiences and 

memories.  

 

Some of these echoes are from Thornton-Smith’s childhood.  Arriving from 

Singapore in her early teens, she was struck by the quality and harshness of light in 

Western Australia, which contrasted markedly with her formative experiences of light 

bound by tropical lushness. Light that is integral to the perception of colour, combined 

with her mixed background of Malay, Chinese and Australian cultures, have contributed 

to her lifelong fascination with colour.   

 

Thornton-Smith attained her Bachelor of Arts (Honours) from the School of Design at 

Curtin University in 1993.  She went on to work in interior and graphic design, and has 

been a guest lecturer in colour theory at Edith Cowan University. She still freelances in design while exploring 

her arts practice and maintains her fascination with colour as a member of the Colour Society of WA. 

 

For this, her first solo show, Thornton-Smith’s works are infused with ideas of landscape and explore the 

relationship that develops between colour, form, structure and light.  Through their intimate nature, they 

highlight the preciousness of memory or experience and create connections that lead to conversations 

about colour and its myriad of attributes and influence. 

 

You are warmly invited to join us for the opening of Sarah Thornton-Smith’s exhibition, Left To My Own 

Devices on Friday 19 August at 7pm. Guest Speaker is Curtin University Associate, Dr Paul Green-Armytage.  

The exhibition continues in Gallery 1 until Sunday 25 September.  For further information or to RSVP, please 

call 9295 3991 or visit www.mundaringartscentre.com.au 
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